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This issue of Insights is published in remembrance of our friend, 
David D. Miles, 1962-2001, 

Austin Seminary’s interim dean of student life and 
pastor to the Seminary community.

M
y earliest recollection of the use of the word “scholar” was as a boy of ten or
so. Every week at the close of the Sunday school hour, the secretary of the
church school would report the number of scholars present on that partic-

ular day. Even then the use of the word sounded quaint, but it did register with me,
and as a boy it reminded me that we were in Sunday school to learn—to learn about
the Bible and to learn about the Christian faith.

Nowadays, however, the word student or pupil would be used in similar contexts.
As my Webster’s New World Dictionary explains, the word scholar, while once a synonym
for student or pupil, “is now usually applied to one who has general erudition or who
is highly versed in a particular branch of learning.” However we might want it other-
wise, the word scholar connotes for most people one who is an intellectual, who acts and
speaks in a learned manner, or is engaged in some form of advanced academic research,
teaching, and writing. Some in our culture (including many in our churches) hold such
people in high esteem; others regard them as self-absorbed and too esoteric for the com-
mon good. For example, I have a friend who never lists his Ph.D. on his P.I.F. because
its inclusion has provoked some congregations to reject him as a candidate for ministry.

At Austin Seminary, however, we have long used the term “pastor/scholar” or “pas-
tor/theologian” as the stated goal for our educational programs. It is the model we hold
before our students and the result we look for in our graduates. But what is meant by
these terms? 

This edition of Insights explores those questions from a variety of perspectives
through the writings of different authors. The feature article is by Dr. William Green-
way, who holds the faculty post in philosophical theology at Austin Seminary. In his
essay he espouses the view that the Christian scholar has a peculiar “vocation” which is
to enrich the experience of God for all, and to bring what is good and true and beau-
tiful into the day-to-day realities of our lives. At the same time he insists that the
authentic scholar is always a learner, which should help us guard against arrogance. 

Other writers in this issue, including pastor/scholars, a seminary president, and
seminary and college professors, reflect on the topic of Christian scholarship. The arti-
cles individually or as a group are not meant to say the last word on the topic but to
evoke reflection and discussion. You are invited and encouraged to share your thoughts
and questions with Dr. Greenway, the other contributors, and the larger church and
academy on our electronic bulletin board at www.austinseminary.edu.

Finally, Austin Seminary dedicates this issue of Insights to the Reverend David D.
Miles. He served for two years as pastor to the Seminary community and dean of stu-
dent life, prior to his tragic death in a car accident this summer. In his time and min-
istry among us, he modeled what it means to be a pastor/scholar. He helped us all at
the Seminary to enrich our experience of God, and he never quit learning. Interesting-
ly enough he had agreed to write a piece for this issue of Insights. That is our loss, but
his life in our midst and throughout his broader ministry continues to inspire us and
guide us in various endeavors, including the important vocation of the pastor/scholar.

Robert M. Shelton
President
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The difference is striking, argues Ashford, for with the proper rendering, “Nothing but
a breath—a comma—separates life from life everlasting.” In the edition Vivian has cho-
sen, “the profoundly simple meaning” of the sonnet “is sacrificed to hysterical punctu-
ation” (14).

Vivian, eager to demonstrate that she gets Ashford’s point, cries out, “It’s wit! I’ll
go back to the library and re-write the paper . . .” Ashford cuts her off sharply, “It is
not wit, Miss Bearing. It is truth.” Then Ashford walks around her desk, approaching
Vivian. “The paper’s not the point” (15, italics added). 

“It’s not?”
Ashford replies tenderly, “Vivian. You’re a bright young woman. Use your intelli-

gence. Don’t go back to the library. Go out. Enjoy yourself with your friends. Hmm?”
Years later, Vivian remembers being baffled. It could have been her “aha” moment.

She senses revelation missed. She remembers stumbling out of Ashford’s office: “I, ah,
went outside. The sun was very bright. I, ah, walked around, past the . . . . There were
students on the lawn, talking about nothing, laughing. The insuperable barrier between
one thing and another is . . . just a comma? Simple human truth, uncompromising
scholarly standards? They’re connected? I just couldn’t . . . . I went back to the library”
(15).

Vivian, now herself the accomplished senior scholar—but one who never escaped
the library—reveals her reason for valuing scholarship. The “scholarly study of poetic
texts requires a capacity for scrupulously detailed examination,” Vivian explains, and
she chose to focus her study on Donne because for the scholar, “Donne’s wit is . . . a
way to see how good you really are. After twenty years,” Vivian concludes, “I can say
with confidence, no one is quite as good as I” (20).

Vivian revels in the memory of perplexing her students, of working them “into a
frenzy.” In the midst of her chemo-induced weakness, she clings to the memory: “I
could be so powerful” (48, italics added). Eventually, such memories induce recognition
and regret. The distraught student whose grandmother had died. Vivian remembers her
response was curt: “Do what you will, but the paper is due when it is due” (63).

The resident in charge of Vivian’s care is a former student, Dr. Jason Posner. He
truly is Vivian’s student. He is interested in mastering cancer, not caring for patients.
He hates “clinical,” the doctor’s duty to address the patient’s emotional well-being. For
Jason, “clinical” means following up intrusive physical exams and devastating diagnoses
with a quick, “You doing okay?” as he heads out the door.

Vivian’s primary nurse is Susie Monahan. Susie loves genuinely and generously. She
is uncomprehending but fascinated by Vivian’s scholarship. Jason explains to Susie that
Vivian’s major research figure, John Donne, is struggling with questions of sin, death,
life, and salvation. “Does he ever get it?” Susie asks, “Does he ever understand?” “Oh,
no way,” answers Jason, “The puzzle takes over. You’re not even trying to solve it any-
more” (76). It never ends, he continues, clearly identifying his own research with
Vivian’s, “research is just trying to quantify the complications of the puzzle.” “But you
help people!” Susie protests, “You save lives and stuff.” “Oh, yeah,” Jason retorts, “I save
some guy’s life, and then the poor slob gets hit by a bus!” (77).

SCHOLARSHIP, THE REAL
WORLD, AND REAL LIFE

WI L L I A M N. A.  GR E E N WAY

William N. A. Greenway is assistant professor of philosophical theology at Austin Seminary. He
received the B.A. from Houghton College and the M.Div. and Ph.D. from Princeton Theological
Seminary. Dr. Greenway investigates the contemporary conversations at the intersection of theology
and philosophy, church and society—with a special interest in ecological and spiritual concerns.

always want to know more things. I’m a scholar,” exclaims Vivian Bear-
ing, professor of 17th-century poetry. Bearing is the lead character in Wit,
Margaret Edson’s 2000 Pulitzer Prize-winning play about scholarship and
life.1 I saw Wit soon after accepting the invitation to reflect on the voca-

tion of the Christian scholar for Insights. As I prepared to write the essay, I found myself
drawn back to its compelling story.

THE ABSURD

Wit begins with a diagnosis. Vivian Bearing, only fifty, has stage four
metastatic ovarian cancer. She will not survive. Still, in order to advance med-
ical knowledge, she will spend her last months enduring experimental treat-

ment. She is in shock. But she believes she has resources. “I know all about life and
death,” she proclaims, “I am, after all, a scholar of Donne’s Holy Sonnets which explore
mortality in greater depth than any other body of work in the English language” (12).
In her final days, however, there comes a wrenching realization: “I thought being
extremely smart would take care of it. But I see that I have been found out” (70).

Vivian’s tragic confusion about how to use her intelligence to “take care of” life and
death took hold in graduate school. She studied with renowned scholar E. M. Ashford.
In a flashback we see Ashford reprimanding Vivian for failing to use the authoritative
Gardner edition of Donne’s poetry in her term paper. Vivian’s edition, Ashford scolds,
is hysterical, madly inserting capital letters, semi-colons, and exclamation points.
Where Donne had written, “And death shall be no more, Death thou shalt die,”
Vivian’s histrionic edition read, “And Death shall be no more; Death, thou shalt die!”

I
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can startle us into life is common. “Once you learn how to die, you learn how to live,”
says Morrie in Mitch Albom’s recent book, Tuesdays with Morrie. “We’re too involved
in materialistic things, and they don’t satisfy us,” but, he continues, when you learn
how to die nature sings and the “slightest human contact [is] immediate joy.”3

This advice is so common that it is by now absurdly obvious. But this advice is con-
tinually celebrated for its profundity. The ’80s blockbuster Wall Street, the ’90s bestseller
Tuesdays with Morrie, perennial classics The Grinch and A Charlie Brown Christmas, all,
like Wit, make the same point. So have ten thousand sermons and countless com-
mencement addresses. “Don’t miss out on real life,” we’re urged in a thousand ways.
“Don’t lose yourself in a crazed pursuit of better-paying jobs, bigger homes, fancier
cars.” The pleas are ubiquitous and passionate. And at rare moments (September 11,
2001) we all “get it.” But only the barest fraction of us steadily live out this obviously
sound advice. The vast majority of us are normally overwhelmed by the reality of other
clichés. “On Sunday it’s the golden rule, but come Monday the one with the gold rules.”
Who cannot but believe, for instance, that the vast majority of last year’s newly minted
college graduates—ambitious, full of promise, full of life—hearing countless variations
on this message in commencement addresses across the land, will nonetheless choose
their goals and measure their lives according to income, power, and prestige?

Indeed, where does the absurdity not hold? Vivian and Jason are not exceptions.
It’s not just heartless scholars of poetry and disengaged doctors. It’s lawyers and judges
not interested in justice; politicians not interested in social good; pharmaceutical or
food companies not interested in public health; reporters not interested in truth;
wealthy art “collectors” with no appreciation of art; theologians not interested in spiri-
tual growth; pastors obsessed with numbers and prestige; actors, musicians, painters, or
writers obsessed with celebrity and sales. All readily recognizable. All patent variations
on the obviously tragic lives of Vivian and Jason.

There are exceptions, of course. But why is it not the absurd which is exceptional?
Why do we as a society, despite our frequent rhetoric to the contrary, so value power
and prestige and celebrity? Why in our concrete living do we betray our best judgment?
Why, when it comes to our own feelings of self-worth, do we secretly harbor feelings
of superiority or inferiority based upon the size of our income, the price of our car or
house, or upon our power or prestige? Who among us does not feel the pull of the
dynamics which are so obviously tragic in the lives of Vivian and Jason? Who among
us—even with regard to our charity and righteousness—really wants to be so pure that
not even our left hand knows what our right is doing? Who among us really is not con-
cerned about storing up treasure here on earth?

Wit raises a stunning question: how is it possible, on the one hand, that Vivian
and Jason’s considerations of life are so obviously absurd and tragic and that the traits
which make them obviously pitiable are so common that they are virtually cliché? It is
as if we all clearly understood that grabbing hot coals was extremely harmful and that
we willingly did it all the time.

Through Susie, Vivian learns to appreciate love, kindness, and popsicles. In Jason,
she finally sees herself. Because her condition is desperate and her therapy extreme,
Vivian is something of a star—and for Jason, a potential source of celebrity. On Grand
Rounds she is his chance to one-up his fellow residents and impress his teacher. Vivian
gets the irony: “In Grand Rounds, they read me like a book” (37). And she gets the
degradation: “What we have come to think about as me is, in fact, just the specimen
jar, just the dust jacket, just the white piece of paper which bears the little black marks”
(53). Her assessment of Jason and herself is pointed, “So. The young doctor, like the
senior scholar, prefers research to humanity” (58).

In Vivian’s last days, her long-retired professor E. M. Ashford visits (she is Vivian’s
only visitor). In town for her great-grandson’s fifth birthday, she had learned of Vivian’s
illness after trying to visit at her university office. Vivian is near death; she begins to
weep. Ashford slips off her shoes and swings up on the bed, putting her arm around
Vivian. “Shall I recite to you? . . . Something by Donne.” “Nooooooo,” Vivian moans
(79). Ashford is unperturbed. She tells of her delight in her great-grandson, Jeffrey, and
then Ashford happily reads Vivian one of Jeffrey’s books, The Runaway Bunny, which
Ashford declares, “wonderful” (80).

At Vivian’s death two trajectories play simultaneously. Among the living, Dr. Jason
Posner panics. Finding Vivian with no pulse, he forgets her “Do not resuscitate” order,
starts CPR, and calls a code. Pushed aside by the code team, unable to stop what he’s
started and horrified at his error, Jason collapses to the floor, stunned. Susie finally calls
the code team off. But the final words of the play are Jason’s anguished, “Oh, God.”
Therein (this could be Jason’s “aha” moment) lies some hope.

On the other side of the stage, death for Vivian is but the subtle breath of a
comma, and full of hope. She slides from beneath her sheets and “walks away from the
scene, toward a little light. She is now attentive and eager, moving slowly toward the
light . . . . She slips off her bracelet. She loosens the ties and the top gown slides to the
floor. She lets the second gown fall. The instant she is naked, and beautiful, reaching
for the light—Lights out” (85).

ABSURD AND CLICHÉ?
In an ideal world, Edson’s play would be deemed hopelessly unrealistic. A
scholar of Donne’s poetry without heart or insight? A doctor who doesn’t care
about his patients? Absurd. But in the real world, Edson’s play wins a Pulitzer

Prize, is made into an HBO movie, and wins a $25,000 Humanitas Award. “Vivian”
and “Jason” are not absurdities. They’re readily recognizable characters—almost cliché.

The most perilous aspect of Wit may be that it so successfully displays the absur-
dity of Vivian and Jason’s lives—they are so obviously tragic—that it is tempting to exit
Wit smugly. No brutally honest self-assessment. No risking of self. The high irony is
that any smugness replicates the very dynamics being judged. It also masks a profound
recognition: that “Vivian” and “Jason” are virtually cliché is stop-and-gasp stunning.

Wit is not brilliant because of any original insight. To the contrary, its message is
all too familiar. “No man ever said on his deathbed, I wish I had spent more time at the
office.” “If you win the rat race, you’re still a rat.”2 Even the idea that terminal illness
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look not to their own interests, but to the interests of others. Come Monday this is real-
ly dangerous. Come Monday one re-enters the real world. In the real world of business,
politics, finance, local little leagues and—let’s not be naïve—the churches, where so
many are quick to seize upon any vulnerability and exploit it to their own advantage,
those who attempt really to live by Christian ideals are going to get crucified.

So most of us are prudent. We are realistic enough to temper our ideals. Surely this
is not as bad as “I tell you, I never knew him,” but the question remains biting for those
who follow one crucified. But if one does not attend at all to basic needs, if one is des-
titute or dying, if the realistic structures necessary for economies or societies to survive
are not tended to, or if we are not prepared to deal forcefully with real-world dynam-
ics, then surely no ideals will be salvaged. The dream of absolute personal purity is
chimeric. The real world is a fallen world. It is necessary to acknowledge and deal with
where we are: we are inextricably caught up in the real world, and the logic of realism
is critical.

Moreover, to work for the survival of our selves, our families, and our nations is
good. The logic of realism can be a good and necessary and healthy part of life.
Bankers, police or military officers, doctors, and politicians, among many others, are
engaged in important careers which necessitate moving alertly within the realm of real-
ism. But danger lurks where realism is prioritized over idealism. Danger lurks where
idealism is allowed only when power is secured, where giving one’s last pennies is irre-
sponsible and absurd, not the greater gift. So while the logic of realism is good in its
proper place, it can also be terribly dangerous wherever it subjugates the logic of ideal-
ism. A double-edged sword: its promise is that it can secure our survival but it can as
easily lay waste our lives.

It is easy, and fatal, to think that mastering the logic of realism promises not just
survival but salvation. If we can just accrue enough money, power, and prestige, we can
save ourselves, and then, out of our strength, we can be charitable. It is an ancient con-
fusion. “Grant that one of these two sons of mine may sit at your right and the other
at your left in your kingdom.” It is a deadly confusion. Realism in the service of ideal-
ism is necessary and often good. But where realism reigns supreme, people and families
and nations are laid waste. The means to survival and the means to salvation are fatally
confused. This is Vivian’s confusion. In Vivian we see scholarship which does not serve
joy, beauty, justice, or love. It is a fatal confusion which substitutes power for life.

The confusion easily entices both those intoxicated by their relative success at mas-
tering the logic of realism—people like Vivian and Jason and high-powered execu-
tives—and also that vast majority who are less successful but worship and strive for
nothing more than wealth, prestige, and power. Wall Street and Tuesdays with Morrie
and Wit have bite in America, because in our culture the logic of realism so thorough-
ly dominates the logic of idealism.

Our ethos is such that even pastors, who are privileged to be called to a paying
vocation in which they are meant to dedicate themselves primarily to the logic of ide-
alism, often secretly feel marginalized because they are relatively impotent according to
the logic of realism. The sphere of realism so dominates the sphere of idealism that even
those who could most easily celebrate their participation in the sphere of idealism—for

THE TWO LOGICS
There must be a very powerful logic at work to compel such common and
absurd behavior. By “logic” I simply mean a way of organizing our values and
priorities. I will distinguish two logics in order both to seize upon the lessons

of Wit and to articulate precisely the vocation of the scholar. The first logic, the logic
of realism, describes the rationality which leads us to celebrate wealth, power, and pres-
tige. I contrast the logic of realism to the logic of idealism. Both logics have positive
and negative potential, and both unavoidably affect us all. The trick lies in finding a
good relationship between the two. I can only sketch these logics here. The schematic
is rough, but it should be sufficient to provoke productive reflection.4

The tension between the two logics is most keenly felt when we are confronted
with options which we believe to be right and good, but which threaten our jobs, pop-
ularity, or security. It is easy to talk idealistically in church. But come Monday it is
indeed the case that the one with the gold rules. And Christians are called beyond the
Golden Rule. They are to love their neighbors, even to love their enemies. They are to

THE LOGIC OF REALISM

• Ideals: invulnerability, security, and
control

• Emphasis: immediate personal (and
then, typically, family) needs; e.g., food,
shelter, physical safety, rest

• Reasoning: prudential; i.e., appeals to
self (in-group) interest: how am I, or my
family, or my nation to assure our securi-
ty and survival?

• Celebrates: surplus of power; e.g., per-
sonal appeal (sexual, intellectual, social,
athletic, financial); social, political, or
financial influence and independence

• Focus: survival/security of self, family,
and nation

• Core motivational dynamics: fear
from external threats and/or desire for
power and control

• Dangers of this logic: radical selfish-
ness, loss of ideals, mechanization of self
(i.e., becoming a mere cog in the
machine—a living death)

THE LOGIC OF IDEALISM

• Ideals: some Utopian vision for the
earth, community

• Emphasis: communal and relational;
the good, just, and beautiful—the self
may be sacrificed

• Reasoning: ethical; i.e., appeals to
ideals: what sort of person, family, nation,
am I (are we) to make myself (ourselves)
into?

• Celebrates: realization of ideals in for-
mation of community and in lives of
individuals

• Focus: Utopian ideal of the just, good,
and beautiful

• Core motivational dynamics: love,
compassion

• Dangers of this logic: self-negating
romanticism, inability to assess the world
realistically, futile death (of person, fami-
ly, nation)
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VIVIAN, ASHFORD, JASON

To deliver people unto real living in the midst of the real world—that is the
foremost vocation of scholars. That is why Vivian is a tragic figure, a “schol-
ar” who misunderstood scholarship. However hopefully one interprets

Vivian’s final step into the light, her fifty years of life were irrevocably diminished by
this misunderstanding. Thankfully, Vivian finally came to experience and treasure
human kindness, but she never grasped how “the paper’s not the point,” never learned
to use her intelligence to enjoy herself with friends. So Vivian did not utilize her pro-
fessorship to enrich students’ lives, but to demonstrate her superiority and to exert
intellectual power. And thus we are left with the sorrowful vision of a professor on her
deathbed who could find no solace in memories of students transformed by new vistas
of understanding, goodness, beauty, and creativity.

Vivian’s singular opportunities for untold joy and beauty and love and charity and
teaching were forever lost to the pursuit of prestige and power. Her life was tragic,
absurd . . . and perfectly common. It is the vocation of scholars to recognize this; to
make the connections; to struggle for the sake of real living in the midst of the real
world; and to enhance and enrich and enjoy that which is joyful and beautiful and just
and loving in the world.

In Wit, the true scholar is E. M. Ashford. Ashford, whose appreciation for subtle-
ty penetrates to the punctuation of Donne’s poetry, but who urges her students to use
their intelligence to go outside with friends. Ashford, the mother and grandmother and
great-grandmother who is disciplined and careful enough to enjoy the intricacies of
metaphysical poetry, who pushes her students to their utmost, but who knows when
simply to take off her shoes, climb into a hospital bed, put her arm around an old stu-
dent, and happily read The Runaway Bunny.

Vivian and Ashford illustrate two paths: one tragic, one wondrous. Jason has start-
ed down Vivian’s path. But there is hope in young Jason’s “Oh, God.” This could be
his “aha” moment. Jason panicked because Vivian had no pulse. He cared about her.
The curtain falls on the open question: Will this awaken him? Will Jason continue to
gain power, wealth, and prestige saving lives he does not value—in the process devalu-
ing himself and losing his own fleeting opportunity really to live? Will he remain yet
another absurd and common casualty of the real world? Or will he “get it?” Will he use
his intelligence wisely and come to know fully the joyful and wondrous and beautiful
aspects of real life?

THE VOCATION OF THE SCHOLAR

The scholar is anyone who labors passionately to deliver all unto real living
even in the midst of the real world. The scholar is anyone who labors to
enhance the sphere of idealism. Insofar as everyone is capable of enhancing

the sphere of idealism, everyone can and should be a scholar. Scholarship is the univer-
sal vocation of true humanity.

There will be variety of scholarly abilities. Some will favor poetry, others philoso-
phy, music, painting, friendship, fulsome presence, playful abandon, or love. Talents

instance, philosophers, theologians, pastors, painters, poets, and parents—those whose
express vocational commitment is to the sphere of idealism, often secretly crave power,
celebrity, and wealth. Ironically, people who have really succeeded in amassing the great-
est wealth, power, or celebrity are sometimes most acutely aware that salvation does not
lie along that path. For all of us, however, Vivian is the rule, not the exception.

It is important to note that professional scholars in the hard sciences have no less
potential for the sphere of idealism than those in the humanities. They uncover new
potential for the heights and depths of our wonder at and glorying in the natural world.
But they are more typically rewarded not for enabling new depths of wonder, but for
yielding increased power and control. There is not necessarily anything wrong with
increased power and control. Being able to cure the cancer which killed Vivian would
obviously be a great good. But within disciplines which provide so much power and
control it is easy for the sphere of idealism to be made secondary or even to be eclipsed
entirely. The enhanced wonder and awe and love for the world which the natural sci-
ences can engender is lost. And the world—including our very selves—becomes mere-
ly a set of objects susceptible to ever more precise and effective manipulation.

We must also attend to those whose careers are focused primarily (though certain-
ly not exclusively) in the sphere of realism—for instance, doctors (like Jason), bankers,
police officers, soldiers, lawyers. Many enter these professions idealistically, but because
these careers are so tightly embroiled in real-world dynamics, precious few survive as
idealists. Bottom line, real-world considerations are just too powerful. These consider-
ations are unavoidably a part of the real world. They must be attended to. But in the
ethos of our society, there is immense danger that for these folks the realm of idealism
will come to be wholly dominated by the realm of realism. In a word, the poets,
painters, musicians, and philosophers on the one hand, and the bankers and lawyers
and soldiers, on the other, desperately need one another. Those who primarily inhabit
the sphere of idealism depend on those embroiled in the sphere of realism for the struc-
tures which sustain societies and the resources which provide space for reflection and
writing. Those who primarily inhabit the sphere of realism depend on those embroiled
in the sphere of idealism for enriching and sustaining a sphere which allows them
meaningfully to connect the realist sphere to the idealist sphere, the sphere which
enables real living even in the real world.

Of course, we all inescapably inhabit both the realist and idealist spheres. Danger
lurks at the extremes. At the idealist extreme lies the danger of self-negation or an
inability to recognize and cope with real-world dynamics. The concern in this essay is
with the realist extreme: When a nation or a family or a person allows the logic of real-
ism to dominate the logic of idealism, that nation or family or person lose their lives
even as they strive to save them. They do not gain the ability really to live, but merely
to ensure the continuance of biological or societal systems. Taken in isolation, the logic
of the “real world” does not lead to real life, but to a sort of living death. The logic of
realism is good in its proper place—but when it dominates the logic of idealism it pre-
sents a grave threat. The point is not to pass judgement. The point is to cultivate eyes
to see the tragedy, to sorrow over the tremendous loss, and to strive to deliver people
unto real living.
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ning to end, the Christian scholar’s reflection—upon joy, peace, and beauty; upon
pain, grief, and death; upon right action, hope, and community—is sustained in com-
munion with the living God, our Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer, the One whose
unfathomable love extends even to becoming flesh in Jesus Christ. The Christian schol-
ar does not labor only to deliver all unto real living in the midst of the real world, but
to deliver all from a fallen reality in which we remain captive to sin and into a life of
grace and faith in full and right relationship with neighbor and with God. And the
Christian scholar does this not only for the love of neighbor, but for the sake of loving
and glorifying God with heart, soul, mind, and strength.

Pretty words—about the love and grace of God, or about Christian scholars labor-
ing to deliver us from a life of sin and into a life of faith—pretty words are all well and
good, someone might say, but what concrete difference does it all make when I’m deal-
ing with the realities of my daily life? What exactly does it mean to be “captive to sin”?
How exactly is that related to God “becoming flesh” in Jesus Christ? What exactly dis-
tinguishes a life of “grace”? Are Christians the only ones who live such full and good
and wondrous lives? What about the “saints” of other religious traditions? What am I
to make of Vivian’s final step “into the light”? What is distinct about the way a Chris-
tian faces leukemia? What does Jesus mean when he tells me to love my enemy? How
can we love our enemies and shoot them at the same time? How, precisely, does my
Christianity make a difference for my painting, my research in mathematics or physics,
or my practice of medicine? How does it affect my decisions about my mother or
brother or father’s last days in hospice? What are the implications for science of believ-
ing that God is “Creator”? How does being Christian change the way I think about
capital punishment or genetic engineering or global warming? How could a loving God
let innocent men and women and all those brave firefighters and police officers die in
those towers? What difference does it make to be Christian when confronting all the
pain and suffering and evil suffusing the world?

“Pretty words,” someone might say, “but what difference do they all really make?”
“Ah,” I would reply, “now, really striving to understand how to address those ques-

tions, that is the vocation—in sermons, seminary lectures, Sunday school classes, Bible
studies, personal devotions, prayer, chats at work, or debates over the dinner table—
that is the vocation of Christian scholars.” n

NOTES
1 Margaret Edson, Wit, (New York: Faber and Faber, Inc., 1999), 68. All subsequent quotations,
noted parenthetically, are from this edition.
2 This is a bit unfair to rats, but you get the point.
3 Mitch Albom, Tuesdays with Morrie: An Old Man, a Young Man, and Life’s Greatest Lesson (New
York: Doubleday, 1997), 82-84.
4 My “two logics” are roughly inspired by Hannah Arendt’s three-fold, Aristotelian distinction
between the spheres of labor, work, and action in The Human Condition (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1958).

will vary, but all can celebrate and benefit from those who are specially gifted. None of
us has the time or talent to develop brilliantly all the potential of the sphere of ideal-
ism, but we can all celebrate the remarkable poetry of Donne, Frost, or Wang Wei; the
music of Beethoven, the gagaku, or Mozart; the insights of Confucius, Kierkegaard, or
Plato; the wonders of creation as revealed by natural scientists; or the gift some have to
be fully and lovingly present in times of despair. None of us has the time or talent to
glory in all the wonders of the sphere of idealism, but we can all celebrate the inex-
haustible riches and partake as fully as we are able.

Certainly, “scholar” is typically applied to professional scholars. Ideally, they are
those who possess special talents, and so are rightly placed in vocations in which they
might dedicate much of their lives to the sphere of idealism. Simply because of human
limits, their most refined creative work or research will be tightly focused (e.g., Rilke
was no painter, Renoir was no poet). But anyone might benefit from the gifts profes-
sional scholars have contributed to the sphere of idealism. Of course, anyone at all
might have unique insights or gifts to contribute, but in each sphere, for the sake of all,
we will strive to identify, celebrate, enable, and distribute as widely as possible instances
of the highest excellence.

Of course, exactly what is good or just or beautiful is often far from obvious, so the
realm of idealism will often be a contested arena in which considerable caution and dis-
cernment is required. There are no shortcuts, and there are always novel questions to be
addressed (e.g., consider the awesome potentials being unleashed through genetic engi-
neering). But we do have as a resource the wisdom accumulated over the centuries, wis-
dom embedded in religious traditions, literature, art, and histories. For the sake of real
living we do well to support professional scholars, those whom the community deter-
mines to have special talents, so that they might dedicate their lives to investigating,
sharing, and debating such wisdom.

Significantly, sustaining the sphere of idealism in the world is the task of the sphere
of realism. Many support the sphere of idealism through donations or legislative initia-
tives or by enabling or encouraging people to take courses in the humanities. This real-
ist sustenance of the sphere of idealism is critical and wonderful. But one must note that
supporting scholarship is not the same as being scholarly. It is critical to note this for the
sake of those who provide support. Typically, these are folk whose professional lives involve
them disproportionately in the sphere of realism. While their critical support should be
celebrated, it would be especially tragic if their need also to be scholars—their need to
benefit from and participate in the sphere of idealism—were not recognized and
addressed. Notably, in our society, the churches, ubiquitous and open to all, provide
most of the best opportunities for people to participate in the sphere of idealism—after
all, everyone knows that in church the bottom line is grace and love.

THE VOCATION OF THE CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR

Christian scholars are different because their vision of the good and true and
beautiful and loving is formed by their participation in Christian communi-
ty; by the testimony of the Christian Scriptures and confessions and tradi-

tions and liturgy; and, indeed, by the very testimony of God in the Spirit. From begin-
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analysis, and his gifts have been recognized at a very high level. He’s not just anyone.
He’s someone the community has affirmed as having these special skills, this special sort
of a call. 

That’s different, again, from a pastor. I expect San Williams, my pastor, to have
many abilities that combine his academic gifts with other gifts for ministry in the
church—for example, gifts in pastoral care, preaching, administration, leadership. Pas-
tors, too, have distinct skills and talents which the community affirms. 

On the other hand, you never know when it might be the 14-year-old who brings
the prophetic word.

What about your own calling? You are called to the ministry of scholarship. You
are also a ruling elder in the Presbyterian Church serving on the Session of Uni-
versity Presbyterian Church, Austin. How do these two callings relate? 
I think everyone has multiple callings. And our callings are complementary. I like the
Pauline image of a body with many parts.

The call from the church to be a ruling elder was very different from the call to be
a professor training people for leadership in the church. Each was a very distinct call to
me, and they require distinct sorts of talents. The call to be a teacher evolved over time.
It was affirmed in multiple ways by many people, by talents, by gifts, by other people
directing me toward it. The call to be on the Session came from the church—kind of
out of the blue. I was enjoying simply being a member at UPC and participating in that
way. The link between these calls is the sense that this is something that first came from
the outside, and then which made sense to me. 

As a member of the Session, because I train pastors, I have considerable apprecia-
tion for the dilemmas pastors face. When I’m in the classroom at Austin Seminary,
because I’m also an elder, it helps me to see the church through the eyes of someone
who is not clergy, but who is on a Session, is teaching a Sunday school class, is active
in a church. And from that perspective, I have a clearer vision of what I want my pas-
tors to be able to do, how I want them to be able to minister to me. 

Think for a moment about the kinds of teaching you do. You teach a Sunday
school class each week and you teach courses at Austin Seminary in philosophical
theology. What’s similar and what’s different?
I think the way I teach is very similar. I don’t know if that would always be the case. I
love my Sunday school class. I’ve been with these folks for six years, and we’re growing
together. We’ve been through births and deaths and illnesses of parents. In that sense,
my roles are different in the Sunday school and the Seminary. Here, at the Seminary,
the professional nature of the role creates a certain distance—which is proper, I think—
but is not part of my role in the Sunday school class. This is a Presbyterian seminary,
but it’s not a church. It’s an academic setting, which means there’s a certain difference
in the nature of the task.

Let me add one dimension to that. There are actually three ways I teach. I teach as
a part of a church and as a professor in a seminary, and in both these contexts, I lead
theological discussions and share theological ideas. The third way I teach at the Semi-
nary is in my wilderness and spirituality class. We use exercises in spiritual meditation.
I create dynamics in which people can reflect. I ask them to meditate on Scripture. I
encourage them not to bring all the exegetical tools immediately to mind, but to do
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This issue of Insights explores both the meaning of the par-
ticular vocation of scholarship and the significance of
scholarship in the life and ministry of pastors and other
Christians. When you think of the vocation of the Christ-
ian scholar, what comes to mind?
There’s a degree to which it is the call of every Christian to be
a scholar. But there are various sorts of expertise. To be a schol-
ar is simply to reflect on your experience of texts and to inte-
grate those reflections into your life. 

Say, for instance, I have a 14-year-old in my youth group. We’re talking about the
Lord’s Prayer, and she’s sitting at home thinking about that, and thinking about the ter-
rorism that occurred at the World Trade Center, and how this relates to her under-
standing of Christianity. That’s scholarship. She’s functioning as a scholar because she’s
engaging in reflection with regard to an understanding of what is good and true and
just and beautiful and, as a Christian, godly. Now, she’s not functioning as a scholar in
exactly the same way as a scholar who teaches in a seminary. We need to have a place
for distinguishing roles, distinguishing authority. 

Or [Old Testament Professor] Andy Dearman goes to Israel. He does an archaeo-
logical dig. He does very sophisticated reflections on these artifacts and how they relate
to our understanding of the Hebrew Bible. Well, that’s scholarship, too. And it’s of a
different order. Andy has a different sort of authority. He has been tested and proven
by the scholarly community. Andy has gone to seminary and graduate school, and it
has been determined that he has specific gifts and skills for reflection, for writing, for
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of learning. But then, for me, to be a scholar is also immediately to be a teacher. You
can’t keep good scholars from bubbling over. It’s the excitement of the learning. It’s
excitement over this quest for wisdom—which is essentially a communal quest—that I
get to be a little part of. The scholar is simultaneously a learner and a teacher, and that’s
the critical dynamic. 

In the history of the church, sometimes scholarship has provided unambiguous
support for the church’s mission and ministry, and has received the church’s
applause for doing so. Sometimes the church has resisted what its scholars have
done and said. Is scholarship a gift to the church or the bane of its existence?
I think it’s a gift. That doesn’t mean that every particular piece of scholarship is a gift.
Scholarship is good and bad, and it’s right and wrong. And sometimes you don’t know
right away whether a piece of scholarship is good. So the church shouldn’t just give
itself over to scholars as experts. Yet scholars are often uniquely positioned to provide a
sort of challenge—maybe even a prophetic challenge—to the church. I think there is a
constructive tension between the church and scholarship. 

George Stroup has characterized the relationship between the church and the
community of scholars as a “lovers’ quarrel.” How would you characterize the
relationship between church and seminary?
What I like about the “lovers’ quarrel” metaphor is that it presupposes a relationship, a
caring intimacy, within which the quarrel is going on. 

I think there’s a humility which has to go along with even our most passionate con-
victions. Even as I’m arguing with you as vehemently as I possibly can, underneath that
argument—and underneath very real opposition and difference—is a fundamental
sense of my love and being for you. 

What’s the difference between teaching as a Christian in a seminary and in a
department of religion at a major university?
Well, I taught world religions at the College of New Jersey and biomedical ethics at
Princeton University before coming to Austin Seminary. So I’ve taught in both con-
texts. 

I enjoyed teaching students in a university. They’re young and in a formative stage
in their thinking and heading out into all sorts of different futures. And often a class
like mine will be the only serious exposure to religious reflection they’ll ever have. So,
it’s very challenging and rewarding. But it is different from seminary because they were
not all Christians preparing for calls to various ministries. 

Here, they’re in my classes because they have a sense of call, and they want us to
reflect together, they want us to learn together, so the pursuit of their call is enriched
and empowered. For me, that makes teaching here at the Austin Seminary special. n
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more of a lectio divina style reflection. And I studiously avoid entering into theological
debate, trying to get my ideas across. I want to facilitate a space in which they can step
apart for two weeks, in kind of a classic, monastic way, and reflect. That’s important to
my other teaching, but it really is a third way, just creating openings for the Spirit to
speak.

How do these various ways of teaching contribute to the life of the church?
In my mind it’s so immediate. The church is a community with ideas and understand-
ings that carry a message in words and in liturgy and in music and in other ways. It is
so important to make possible dialogue in the church to help people reflect deeply, to
be conversant with the diversity of approaches of various faith traditions as well as with
their own, and to gain the tools to critically reflect on and evaluate creative new ways
to make sense of their lives. This sort of reflection contributes to the church.

The wonderful thing about teaching here at the Seminary is I’ve got people who
have all sorts of life experiences, all sorts of training, in my classes. They are bringing
to our discussion insights and perspectives that I would never have dreamed of.

Is there something unusual and important about the call to be a scholar in and for
the church that if tomorrow God stopped calling people to scholarship the church
would lose something it shouldn’t lose, something really vital?
That’s another one of those “wow” questions I can’t even imagine asking. It’s kind of
like asking: “Well, if you were to stop breathing, would that have a negative impact on
your body?” 

This is a very deep issue. This is Pascal pinning the word “fire” under his cloak and
keeping it next to his heart. For all his learned talk, he never forgot that raw experience
of God as fire. I think this is the kind of immediate experience many of us have had of
grace, love, forgiveness, a sense of being grasped, maybe by overwhelming judgment,
but it’s an experience which goes beyond words, and which is so immediate. Some peo-
ple can get the idea that scholarship is somehow trying to make that deep experience
secondary or derivative, when actually it’s the opposite. Scholarship serves the experi-
ence of God.

For instance, I think the relationship between the experience of God and scholar-
ly reflection is something like gaining an appreciation for wine. When I first began
drinking wine, I could just distinguish a good wine from a bad one. It wasn’t until I
had a friend who taught me about the attack, the body, and the finish, and all the dif-
ferent nuances of the wine, that I came to have a deeper appreciation. Once I came
upon all that knowledge and I tasted the same wine, suddenly my experience of the
wine was enriched and deepened. That’s the spirit in which Pascal went on to write
incredibly sophisticated theological works.

Scholarship does that for our experience of God?
I think it does. It enriches our experience of God. It does not exhaust it. It doesn’t
replace it. 

How do your scholarship and teaching interrelate? 
Let me add a third category: scholarship, learning, teaching. I think that first of all a
scholar is someone who wants to learn. That’s what brings us into scholarship, this love
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church has two offices, in addition to elders and deacons: ministers and doctors, that is,
pastors and teacher/scholars. 

Teacher/scholars are not responsible, according to Calvin, for discipline, adminis-
tering the sacraments, warnings, and exhortations, but only for teaching and study, “to
keep doctrine whole and pure among believers.” The pastoral office includes all of these
functions within itself as these functions are exercised in the life of the congregation. 

In the “Ecclesiastical Ordinances of the Church of Geneva” (1541), Calvin goes
into greater detail describing and contrasting the functions of pastors and doctors of the
church. He writes: “The office proper to doctors is the instruction of the faithful in true
doctrine, in order that the purity of the Gospel be not corrupted either by ignorance or
by evil opinion. As things are disposed today, we always include under this title aids and
instructions for maintaining the doctrine of God and defending the church from injury
by the fault of pastors and ministers. So to use a more intelligible word, we will call this
the order of the schools.” Calvin’s vision for the schools of the church includes lectur-
ers in theology and Bible, of course, but also in languages, humanities, and civil gov-
ernment. From the very beginning Calvin understood the role of the church in relation
to larger society, the distinct function of those who exercise the office of scholarship and
teaching in relation to those who serve as pastors and leaders of congregations, and the
crucial responsibility of scholarship to enrich our understanding of Christian faith and
to prepare persons for the practice of ministry. n

—The Editor
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JOHN CALVIN AND
THE DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH

Almost every facet of scholarship as a Christian calling which we have seen
personified in earlier figures is reflected in some way in John Calvin. Like
Jerome and Erasmus, Calvin came to sacred studies through an enthusiasm for
the pagan classics, and the way he adapted the techniques learned in classical
scholarship to the study of Scripture is often reminiscent of both these prede-
cessors. But the way he came to a sense of vocation—as a result of what he
called a ‘sudden conversion’—was more like the experience of Augustine and
Luther. For this reason he was more conscious of their influence on his think-
ing than of Jerome’s and Erasmus’s …. Calvin made a sound classical educa-
tion the foundation of the curriculum of his Geneva Academy. 

—E. Harris Harbison, The Christian Scholar in the Age of the Reformation

John Calvin’s appreciation of scholarship infused not only his own preaching and
teaching, but his understanding of the ordering of ministry in the newly Reformed

church. In his Institutes of the Christian Religion, Calvin provides a description of the
offices of the church under the heading, “The Doctors and Ministers of the Church,
Their Election and Office,” observing that while the New Testament describes a variety
of offices, including apostles, prophets, and evangelists, these offices “were not estab-
lished in the church as permanent ones, but only for that time during which churches
were to be carried over from Moses to Christ.” God may, in God’s sovereign freedom,
raise up apostles, prophets, and evangelists whenever God chooses, but ordinarily the
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lims, Hindus, and Buddhists were people living in faraway places. So, faithfully we
attended our classes with legal size yellow pads in our hands. Dutifully we checked the
required books out of the library as we pecked away at our term papers and sermon
manuscripts on our typewriters. Now, amidst the wonders of the cybernetic revolution,
I sit at my computer writing this essay. 

Why is it important for a pastor to be a scholar? That question is for me a ques-
tion of survival! The world in which I live and preach slaps me in the face with issues
and insights I never anticipated thirty-five years ago. As a pastor I must read and grow
or my ministry rots in irrelevance. As a preacher I cannot talk about a theology of cre-
ation and providence in what the theologian/scientist John Polkinghorne calls “the
wider human context” and ignore the insights of quantum physics, chaos theory, and
the anthropic principle.3 As a Christian thinker I cannot relate the Christian story to a
new generation of seekers who are skeptical of all meta-narratives if I am ignorant of
the philosophical musings of deconstructionism. As an evangelist committed to pro-
claiming the good news of Jesus Christ, I must be cognizant of other world religions
when I talk about Jesus as the Savior of the world with the young people in my con-
gregation who share school lunch tables with Muslims and Buddhists and Hindus. 

Why is it important for a pastor to be a scholar, a life-long learner? My sense of
vocatio, or calling, will settle for nothing less. If I am to pastor and preach with integri-
ty I must be not only a student of things sacred and holy; I must also become a student
of things secular. My grandmother, knowing that I was off to seminary to become a
preacher, hurled my way a phrase from the old King James Bible as her going away gift:
“Study to shew thyself approved unto God.”4 While her translation may have been
archaic her exegesis was contemporary. In his commentary on this text, Tom Oden
notes that pastors are people who engage in “a study that must go through a test: life.”5

We are students of life and students for life! Scholar/pastors model what John Calvin
called the “teachable spirit”; we must be men and women of open minds with a pas-
sion to learn.

Seminaries teach us to think from pulpit to pew. Their task, as I see it, is to give
us the primary tools, both intellectual and spiritual, that are essential to the practice of
ministry. Ironically, effective ministry in a congregational setting reverses the pulpit-to-
pew paradigm. Scholar/pastors are people who dare to think creatively: from pew to
pulpit. 

Richard Baxter understood well what he called “the necessity” of this pew-to-pul-
pit shift. Baxter observes that when a “minister knows not his people” it is unlikely that
he will be able to “do any good among them.”6 He writes in his classic, The Reformed
Pastor:

Throughout the whole course of our ministry, we must insist chiefly upon the
greatest, most certain, and most necessary truths . . . We must ever have our
people’s necessities before our eyes . . . I think NECESSITY should be the
great disposer of a minister’s course of study and labour . . . I confess necessi-
ty hath been the conductor of my studies and life. It chooseth what book I
shall read, and tells me when, and how long. It chooseth my text, and makes
my sermon, both for matter and manner.7

In the early ’60s when I graduated from seminary, a professor personally challenged
me to read a book a week. It is the challenge that has shaped my life. A pastor/schol-

ar is a student, a life-long learner. H. S. Canby once described a scholar as someone
who “knew the right books . . . and how to use them.” Books are our windows to an
ever changing world.1 

Commencements, as we know, are beginnings, not endings. As pastors we have
had our terminal academic moments and acquired the titles essential to our trade. The
fact that we are addressed as Pastor or Reverend or Doctor witnesses to the truth that
we have survived university and seminary and even ordination exams. Alas, com-
mencements and ordinations do not effective ministers make. The world we exit with
our degrees is not the world we enter as ministers. Were we medical school graduates
we would begin an intensive four-to-six-year residence program to learn the practice of
medicine. If we were fresh out of law school we would clerk in a court or serve as an
associate in a large law firm in order to hone our skills. As ministers, we are on our own. 

If excellence in ministry is our goal, then we must be self-starters and discipline
our minds and our souls via the spiritual practices of prayer and meditation, as well as
the intellectual practices of reading and theological reflection. The scholar/pastor stud-
ies God by studying life. As the wise Puritan Richard Baxter observed: “Nothing can
be rightly known . . . if God is not studied.”2 To paraphrase Baxter, scholar/pastors are
to be doctors of the soul.     

The world in which I grew up and received my theological education is not the
world in which I now live. The seminary world of the late ’50s and early ’60s was essen-
tially the world of Christian Protestantism, with Ecumenism but in its birth pangs and
Vatican II lurking around the corner. Barth, Brunner, Bultmann, Tillich, Calvin,
Luther, Augustine, et al. were the giants on whom we cut our theological teeth. The big
social issues internationally had to do with communism and the “police action” in Viet-
nam. Closer to home, racism and fair employment practices were our moral concerns
with nary a question raised about the practice of abortion or the conundrums of human
sexuality and orientation. Science was mated to evolution and the inerrant gospel of the
scientific method. Intellectually we still danced to the music of Descartes and the
Enlightenment. We did not concern ourselves very much with other religions, for Mus-
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telos, or purpose, of human existence. From my perspective as a pastor/scholar I was
doing what Ron Thiemann calls “constructing a public theology.”10 I was helping lay
men and women discover something precious: what we describe as vocatio, or calling.   

Saint Augustine said that we are to preach so as to “teach, delight, and persuade.”
He also noted that we should “pray and strive to be heard intelligently.” To that end
Augustine counseled that we learn to “speak of small things in a subdued manner, of
moderate things in a temperate manner, and of grand things in a grand manner.”
“Small things” had to do with legal and money issues. Grand or great things had to do
“with human welfare or life.”11 How does the scholar/pastor acquire such perspective? 

It is the people in the pew and the larger culture beyond the church that help us
sort out and put in perspective what is big and what is small, what needs addressing and
what does not. It is then that the Bible and our fine sense of theology, sharpened by our
reading, inform us how to speak, be it in a grand or a subdued manner. Over the years
I have been blessed with people in the pews who have fine minds. I intentionally spend
time with these people; they become my mentors. Candidly, I have learned as much, if
not more, from people in the pew than from theologians and professional seminars on
religion and/or ministry. Currently I have coffee once a month with a man who is a past
college president, a former professor-at-large at a major university, a one-time United
States ambassador in Africa, and a major voice in the study of philanthropy. We meet
to reflect on what we have read and are reading. Discussion with my friend enables me
to frame my ministry in what I pray is relevance and integrity.

And yes, I still read. My goal of reading a book a week has not changed even
though I frequently fail to achieve that goal. Here are the theological books I’ve read in
the past two months: Marcus Borg’s Reading the Bible Again for the First Time, Luke
Timothy Johnson’s Living Jesus, Robin Griffith-Jones’s The Four Witnesses, Walter Wan-
gerin’s Paul: A Novel. (Currently, as you can see, I’m engaged in a remedial self study
on the Jesus of history and the Christ of faith.) Also included in my reading list are
books I read for fun and enlightenment as they engage me with the wider culture.
These books include: Joseph Ellis’s Founding Brothers, P. D. James’s Death in Holy
Orders, and Bob Rotella’s Golf Is Not a Game of Perfect. These non-theological books
are often more insightful, instructive, and theologically practical than the more serious
religious books. 

What does it mean to be a scholar/pastor? Reinhold Niebuhr answered that ques-
tion in this manner when a young cynic questioned the value of the church and min-
istry: 

Where can one invest one’s life where it can be more effective in as many
directions? . . . Here is a task which requires the knowledge of a social scien-
tist and the insight and imagination of a poet, the executive talents of a busi-
ness man and the mental discipline of a philosopher.12

Obviously, none of us fulfills those demands all of the time. But in God’s name we do
try and by God’s grace now and then we surprise ourselves and the faces sitting in our
pews. But then, as Saint Paul observed: “We have this treasure in clay pots.”13 Which
suggests that God, too, is counting on us to live up to our calling as scholar/pastors;
both for God’s glory and the good of God’s world. n

Reinhold Niebuhr embraced the pew-to-pulpit paradigm. As a young pastor in
Detroit in the 1920s, he observed that while churches may be packed with people who
claim to be Christian, many of them “haven’t the slightest notion how to live together
with other people without making each other miserable.”8 As an antidote to the naïveté
of preachers, Niebuhr proposed that preachers and journalists come together and form
a club. Truth, he suggested tongue-in-cheek, was to be found somewhere between the
“sentimentalism” of the preachers and the “cynicism” of the journalists. Niebuhr also
advised preachers to subscribe to “several radical journals . . . inimical to religion” as a
means of rectifying the ministers’ “messianic complex.”9

Congregations yearn for pastors who are scholars. The pew, I believe, seeks sub-
stance from the pulpit. Pop psychological pep talks, simplistic religious musings on
complex social concerns, the prescription of superficial spiritual vitamins: these are not
what busy people struggling to survive in a hostile world need from the pulpit. At its
best, the Reformed tradition has been thoughtful and honest in its homiletics. Such
ministry makes both for integrity and enlightened discipleship. 

From time to time I accept invitations from members of my congregation which
force me to enter the world in which they live and think. In the congregation I present-
ly serve there are more than a hundred men and women who work in the medical com-
munity. Among them are a dozen or so doctors who serve on the faculty of the Indi-
ana University School of Medicine. A number of years ago the chairman of the Depart-
ment of Infectious Diseases invited me to address the Indiana chapter of the American
College of Physicians on the subject of medical ethics. My academic training had been
in history and theology. I was no ethicist. Nonetheless I took the assignment and spent
the summer immersing myself in medical ethics. Authors I had heard of but never
read—like May, Childress, Veatch, and Ramsey—became friends as I crawled into their
minds via their books. What was to be but a speech became a major lecture at the med-
ical school which in turn was expanded into a published article in a medical journal.
My association with the larger medical community continues to this day. 

Pastor/scholars have a unique perspective and subsequent gift to share with the
wider community. By way of the pew-to-pulpit paradigm, we see life and issues not
only through the lens of the Bible and theology but also through the eyes and experi-
ences of our parishioners. To minister is to reflect publicly on what we have been priv-
ileged to see and experience in this setting called the parish.

Last year I spent a week with a hundred or so C.E.O.s from around the nation. All
were over fifty years of age. All were wealthy, having climbed to the top of the corpo-
rate ladder. Two members of my congregation who were responsible for planning this
conference invited me to speak. As we met to put the program together I discovered
these C.E.O.s to be less than satisfied with their lives and careers. At lunch one day one
of my members put it this way: “The front nine of life is behind us. We made money.
While our resumes reek with success, something is missing from our personal portfo-
lios. How, on the back nine of our lives, can we find significance?” We chose as our
theme for the conference: “Life on the Back Nine: From Success to Significance!” Sig-
nificance has to do with what’s important and meaningful, with helping others to flour-
ish, with making a difference and leaving an impact and a legacy, with facing up to the
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The dead man came out, his hands and feet bound with strips of cloth and his face
wrapped up in a cloth. Jesus said to them, “Unbind him and let him go.” 

—John 11:44

The gospel writer does not tell us what it was like for Lazarus, newly risen from the
dead, opening his eyes to look out at those around him after his entombment, feel-

ing the release of his bindings. I get an image of him standing at the mouth of the cave
where he had been buried, with strips of cloth dangling off his body, trying to focus,
in wonder and confusion, surrounded by his sisters and his friends reaching out to
touch him and to set him free. They are surely themselves either stunned with amaze-
ment or weeping with joy. Meanwhile Jesus slips quietly off to Ephraim to lie low in
the face of growing opposition from the religious and political authorities, an opposi-
tion that will eventuate in his crucifixion.

I identify with this projected image of the risen Lazarus. Though brought up in an
evangelical Methodist Church, I had given up on the church by my junior year in high
school for a number of reasons. Its teachings made no sense. The Bible could not possibly
be literally true in light of what I knew about how the world works. Worse still, my expe-
riences of regeneration (there were several) never seemed to “take” permanently. Doomed
to doubt and to question, I assumed that giving up on the church meant necessarily giv-
ing up on God and called myself an atheist. I meant it; yet it made me feel dead inside.

Once I entered college at the University of Georgia, my atheism notwithstanding,
I gravitated to the campus Wesley Center and later to Westminster House because they
were welcoming places of social and political activism and dissent. Milner Ball, one of
the Presbyterian campus ministers at the time, particularly influenced a rediscovery of
faith for me. He helped to effect this rediscovery by taking my questions seriously, by
wondering with me, by accepting the validity of my own critique of both the church and
the culture in which it exists, and by providing intellectually substantive alternatives to
my doubts, even while affirming my right to doubt. In short, he encouraged my ques-
tioning; he argued back; and he never dumbed down. Unfortunately, due to growing
opposition from the southern Presbyterian hierarchy and local congregations to his
activism in the Civil Rights movement and in protest against the Vietnam War, Milner
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ration to respond heartily to God’s grace on a daily basis. Likewise, many Presbyterian
congregations have tended to value highly both education in general and theological
education in particular, not only for clergy, but for parishioners as well, whether as
unordained laity or as deacons and elders. These congregations have called and sup-
ported such ministers and worked assiduously through Christian education to cultivate
the life of the spirit with special attention to the role played by the mind. Such tradi-
tions of formal education and congregational support require, for their continuation,
the leadership of clergy well trained as scholars. 

Scholarship itself takes imagination—wonder, in every sense of the word. It thrives
on a willingness to question and, where needed, to challenge even one’s most cherished
hopes and assumptions. It depends on acknowledging ignorance and distinguishing
between what one takes on trust and what one can claim with certainty. Though schol-
ars seek to be fair in their approach to a subject, scholarship always occurs within a par-
ticular, value-laden context. In the context of relations between pastor and parishioners,
it manifests itself in a number of different ways. Today, as in the past, scholarship
involves, at the very least, rigorous intellectual struggle with Scripture, prophetic chal-
lenge both to the church and to the culture within which it finds itself, and honest con-
frontation of existential doubt both within oneself and among one’s parishioners. Now,
more that ever before, it also requires a high tolerance for moral complexity and for the
ambiguity of meaning, a willingness to negotiate serious differences within a congrega-
tion, and an open intellectual engagement both with those who are not religious and
with those who practice a different faith.

Such intellectual rigor involves risk-taking. The kind of questioning characteristic
of scholarship assumes not knowing in advance whether there will be any answers forth-
coming, or, if so, what the answers will be. Should there be no answers or should they
prove unpopular, there exists a tendency to shoot, or rather to crucify, the messenger.
To ask that the minister be a scholar is thus no small request. Congregations and church
bureaucracies may prefer that their ministers reinforce rather than challenge their own
worldviews, insofar as it benefits their self-interest. For pastors themselves it can be all
too tempting to avoid either addressing conflict directly or mediating it, whether over
pressing ethical issues now facing the denomination, like the ordination of gay and les-
bian pastors, or over how to understand church teaching on the resurrection of the
body and the life everlasting in the face of aging, dying, and death.

The conflict between institutional and personal self-preservation and risk-taking is
not new, either to the church’s leaders or to its congregations. We have a long, tortur-
ous history of being at odds with ourselves. There may well be times when it is fitting
to lie low temporarily. Even so, the Presbyterian Church claims to be reformed and
always in need of being reformed. For it thus to continue to become more fully that
place where the dead come alive again in the midst of stunned amazement and rejoic-
ing, it must continue to take on the shared burden among clergy and laity of affirming
wonder in the face of confusion.

Yes, I emphatically want my minister to be a scholar. I want this so that she is well
equipped in leading us all to wonder at new life, as we rejoice together. For how else are
our bindings to be loosed? n

ultimately left the campus ministry. Fortunately, he went on to become a top-notch the-
ological and legal scholar and teacher. He now holds the Harmon W. Caldwell Chair in
Constitutional Law at the University of Georgia, where he teaches, among other things,
theology and the law. He remains an ordained minister of the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.). We continue to wonder together, to argue with each other, and to try never to
dumb down. Such interactions with him and others like him keep my faith and me alive,
even as the questions and challenges, the confusion and the critique, continue.

Milner could play a central role in revivifying my faith because he helped me to
incorporate with intellectual integrity my questions and my doubts with a trust in and
loyalty to God as mediated by Jesus. He led me to see my wondering and confusion as
a witness to a deeper faithfulness. He could do this precisely because he was and is,
among other things, an outstanding scholar. By scholar (in this case, in a clerical con-
text) I mean, with Anselm, one whose faith necessarily seeks understanding. A student
of ethicist Paul Lehman, Milner understood the importance of context in shaping the
ethical dilemmas confronting the country, particularly the youth of the ’60s. Well
versed in Greek and Hebrew, he inspired college students to wrestle with biblical texts
and the early creeds of the church, like Jacob with God, on a weekly basis at the ridicu-
lous hour of seven in the morning. (Imagine motivating undergraduates to hop out of
bed eagerly to engage in biblical study and to celebrate the Lord’s Supper every Wednes-
day morning!) His grasp of the theological thought of figures like Barth, Bonhoeffer,
Calvin, Luther, the Niebuhrs, and Tillich made them come alive as if they were in the
room with us when we students studied them together with him. His sense of the sacra-
mental quality of all of life saturated his work, from the liturgical structure he gave to
worship to his political activity. We students were very blessed.

Such blessings, like the struggles they accompany, have continued for me, I am
pleased to say. As our family moved from Athens, Georgia, to Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, to San Antonio, Texas, and now to Saint Paul, Minnesota, my husband and I have
consistently sought and found churches whose pastors are scholars who lead their con-
gregations in seeking to understand with thoughtfulness and care the faith which they
receive by grace and the traditions that nurture it. Our family later joined the Presby-
terian Church due largely to its longstanding history of affirming that faith unites heart
and mind with one another—a history incarnated in the leadership of ministers like
Bill Lytle of Madison Square Presbyterian Church and Lib MacGregor Simmons of
University Presbyterian Church, both in San Antonio, and like Linda Loving, pastor of
House of Hope Presbyterian Church in Saint Paul. Who could have foreseen, decades
ago, that this godless high school junior would herself have become a theological schol-
ar and an elder in the Presbyterian Church? Ministers who are fine scholars, along with
a host of others, have played a role every step of the way.

The Presbyterian Church enjoys an ongoing tradition of producing ministers who
are excellent scholars of theology, theological ethics, church history, biblical studies, and
ancient languages. More recently, many seminaries within the denomination have wise-
ly seen fit to expect that their students begin to seek to understand other religious tra-
ditions in addition to those of the Christian faith. These men and women characteris-
tically craft sermons that are simultaneously intellectual gems, pure poetry, and inspi-
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the world we live in today. The Christian Century magazine regularly publishes articles
and book reviews that bring the world of contemporary scholarship into the life and
language of pastors and church members alike. Especially in the area of biblical stud-
ies, from the New Interpreters Bible and the Texts for Preaching series to books by bibli-
cal scholars Walter Brueggemann, Luke Timothy Johnson, and Marcus Borg, solid and
engaging resources are readily available.

In addition to resources produced by and for the world of theological education,
there is a broader world of publishing and scholarship that those who preach and teach
and lead in the church should support. The question of what pastors (and even theo-
logical educators) should be reading is another way to answer the question of what sort
of “scholarship” the church needs.

I am always intrigued to learn what my friends and colleagues in ministry are read-
ing, and how their reading habits intersect with and encourage the reading of their con-
gregations. In the church in which I grew up, our senior pastor was gone for almost
three months every summer. We knew that upon his return we would learn what Ganse
Little had been reading. A significant turning point in my own journey of faith and
vocation came when he preached a sermon series based (appreciatively) on Teilhard de
Chardin’s The Phenomenon of Man. It was my first exposure to someone attempting to
bring science, faith, and philosophy into conversation about the really large questions
of where we come from and why there is something rather than nothing.

Some pastors are quite deliberate in their reading habits. John Buchanan, pastor of
the Fourth Presbyterian Church of Chicago, assumes that the congregation includes
many whose Sunday morning is not complete until they have stopped at the Borders
bookstore just down the street before or after worship. His preaching is filled with ref-
erences to newspaper and news journal articles and books both religious and popular.
In a recent column in The Christian Century, Buchanan compares summer reading to
his mother’s canning: “storing away information and ideas . . . lively homiletical mate-
rial that will help me through the winter of preaching” (September 12-19, 2001, p. 3).

Strategies for reading differ, of course, among preaching pastors. The late Frank
Harrington of Peachtree Presbyterian Church in Atlanta, when I asked him what he
read, told me: “everything on the best seller list.” When I asked how he could stand
some of that, he replied: “They don’t call it the best seller list for nothing!” His goal was
to be in touch with the broad range of popular culture as evidenced by book sales.
Patrick Willson, pastor in Williamsburg, Virginia, reads for literary and narrative inspi-
ration. He introduced me to novelist Ron Hansen, whose most recent book is a collec-
tion of exquisitely written essays: A Stay Against Confusion: Essays on Faith and Fiction.

In my own pastoral experience, one of the most satisfying experiences is reading
and discussing books or articles together with small groups within the congregation.
When I went to the First Presbyterian Church, Salina, Kansas, I inherited from my pre-
decessor, Bernie Hawley, a Wednesday book group. Every week for six or seven months
of the year, an average of twenty people came together to use a book read together as a
jumping-off point for fairly serious discussion. When I arrived in 1988, they were
working on Habits of the Heart, by Robert Bellah. Shortly before I left, we read Adam,
Eve, and the Serpent, by Elaine Pagels.

Since receiving the assignment, I have been trying to find a way to answer the ques-
tion, Does the church need scholarship?, in the negative: What answer can be given

except: Yes!
Does ordination to the ministry of Word and Sacrament require theological edu-

cation? For Presbyterians, decidedly: Yes. Is theological education a life-long endeavor?
Absolutely. Should those who teach in colleges and theological schools write articles
and books that will aid ministers in their ongoing life of learning? Of course! Should
congregations expect their ministers to show evidence of continuing growth in under-
standing and communication of the Christian faith? You bet! Should theological
schools reward faculty who write for the church just as they acknowledge those who
write for various academic professional audiences? Decidedly. Are we all, officers and
members alike, called to love God with our minds as well as with heart and strength?
Jesus thought so.

If the answer to the presenting question is obvious, maybe it’s not the fundamen-
tal question. If church leaders need resources to expand their vision and spark their cre-
ativity and perhaps even change their minds, the question really is: What kind of schol-
arship does the church need? If pastors who preach and members who teach need to
grow in their appreciation for God’s word and their understanding of the context in
which they live, what should pastors and leaders be reading?

An aside: Yes, I equate scholarship with reading, and by “reading” I really mean
holding a text in my hands while my eyes read text. Yes, people learn by many means—
by listening and moving and acting and engaging. But they also learn by the engage-
ment of one’s mind with the mind of another who has committed her or his thoughts,
experiences, and feelings to writing. And yes, there are many wonderful things to be
found on the web, but there is something about a book in one’s favorite chair or a news-
paper with one’s morning coffee that cannot be replaced by a computer or e-book.

What kind of scholarship does the church need? One of the first things I remem-
ber reading in Christian scholarship was The Bible Speaks to You, by the late Robert
McAfee Brown. Written for the Christian Faith and Life Curriculum of the old
UPCUSA and recently republished, this book is a wonderful example of how scholar-
ship and a critical approach to the Bible can help the words of Scripture come alive in
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There is a prior question to, Why should a pastor be a pastor/scholar?, namely, Why
should any Christian be interested in scholarship? Unless there are Christians

interested in the results of scholarship, the pastor/scholar has no audience, and Chris-
tian people would not care whether their pastor is a scholar or not. The pastor/scholar,
insofar as he or she is a scholar, would have no ministry. To be a pastor/scholar would
amount to little more than the indulgence of a personal preference, something like hav-
ing a hobby. 

One of Austin Farrer’s autobiographical remarks casts great light on the questions
of scholarship and ministry. He mentions his mother as typical of many pious Chris-
tians who could not put together a half-dozen statements to justify their belief in God.
She told her budding intellectual son that admired intellects had bothered themselves
with many such inquiries and been able to satisfy their minds, but for her part God had
given her faith, and that was sufficient for her.

Farrer said that as he grew older he came to respect that point of view. Godly faith
is godly faith however one comes to have it. But he also came to realize that for many
people, faith perishes if it is walled in or confined. “If it is anywhere, it must be every-
where, like God himself: if God is in your life, he is in all things, for he is God. You must
be able to spread the area of your recognition for him, and the basis of your conviction
about him, as widely as your thought will range” (A Celebration of Faith, 59-60).

A thinking Christian cares about “spreading the area of recognition” of God’s pres-
ence and work. Wherever the Christian goes in his or her thought and life, the Chris-
tian wants them to be related and connected to God. To do theology is to learn how to
refer all things to God—all one knows, thinks, and does. 

If a pastor is not a pastor/scholar, he or she fails those Christians who are inquir-
ing people. Those people need the teaching and guidance of one who has been privi-
leged to make a full-time study of theology in seminary and who has the support of a
parish for a livelihood to continue that education. This is far more training and time
than most lay people have to gain an understanding of God’s will and ways and God’s
place in their lives and in the world they know and inhabit. So a vital part of a pastor’s
ministry is helping inquiring people “spread the area of recognition.” The faith of
inquiring people perishes or stagnates if it remains confined to the limited area of
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As I look over my bookshelves now, I think about things I would love to have read
in community with that group: Encountering God, by Diana Eck, Why Christian? by
Douglas John Hall, Practicing the Faith, edited by Dorothy Bass, Evensong, by Gail
Godwin, and Plainsong, by Kent Haruf. Last summer, my colleague Lib Caldwell, who
teaches Christian education at McCormick, and I talked about how much fun it would
be to gather a group of adults and children and have a book discussion of the Harry
Potter series.

Does the church need scholarship? Obviously. Should faculty members be encour-
aged, recognized, and rewarded for scholarship that is designed for pastors, educators,
and other leaders? Of course! And Presbyterian seminaries do a pretty good job on that
front. But the “scholarship” that the church needs is not exhausted by what is produced
by seminary faculties. Theological educators and pastors alike need to be attuned to
those in other disciplines, especially the social sciences (Who cannot help but be moved
by the work of Robert Coles and Jonathan Kozol?). They need to be alert to what artists
are creating. They need to keep an eye on popular culture, politics and, yes, even sports
(if you haven’t read Bart Giamatti’s Take Time for Paradise, look it up).

We are fond of quoting Karl Barth to the effect that pastors should have the Bible
in one hand and the newspaper in the other. We say in the “Brief Statement of Faith”
that we should “listen to the voices of peoples long silenced.” Both of those sentiments
point in the direction of how scholarship serves the church. n
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out his having intentionally read with such uses in mind. I’ve known this man for more
than thirty years, and by choice he is in the same parish he went to from seminary. He
has not found that he has run out of things to teach his people yet. He is also a person
I enjoy talking to, and whose views I appreciate. I cannot say this of everyone I know.

Another vital service a pastor/scholar provides for the church and academic theol-
ogy is to help provide an informed audience. A pastor/scholar does not have to make
original discoveries, although that has happened (Barth and a few others, such as P. T.
Forsyth and George Hendry, come to mind). An informed audience helps other peo-
ple recognize inferior theology and to propagate and encourage better works. An
informed audience does this in every form of life. I recall that once a famous dance
troupe came to Princeton, and it was clear to the audience that it was well past its
prime. My wife said, “I bet you they will never again be asked to come to Princeton.
This town is full of ex-dancers from New York, who live here and know what is good
and what is not.” They formed a critical or well-informed audience, and let everyone
know what was good and what was slipshod dancing. She was right—that troupe never
came back. 

There is a lot of poor or inferior academic theology that gets extolled and, after a
while, dies. The good stuff often cannot have a proper impact because too many peo-
ple read the easy, slipshod, faddish material that fills the marketplace of ideas. But pas-
tor/scholars can help change this. Because they are thinking and informed people, with
inquiring minds and hearts, they can provide an audience to encourage those people
who are doing the best and most relevant work. A well-informed audience also encour-
ages thinkers to try even harder and to produce the best work they possibly can, rather
than being tempted to work just that little bit less (as we are all tempted to do), when
the standards to which we are accountable are easily within our reach.

However lonely it may feel in your place of ministry, however few people there are
with whom you feel you can talk, as a thinking, inquiring person, you are making a
contribution toward spreading the area of recognition for those who are like you, seek-
ing to live their lives in the light of God. You can help reform the less-than-healthy state
of affairs by your preaching and teaching and cultivating an informed audience. Pub-
lishers almost always decide on whether to publish a book in terms of whether it will
sell, and speakers at conferences are selected in terms of having a name that largely
comes from publishing. You have a vote in this, if you are a person with an inquiring
mind. n

recognition of God with which they begin. Not every one in a parish will need this kind
of ministry, perhaps, but in my experiences of visiting, preaching, and teaching for
more than forty years, I have found that almost any congregation has at least some peo-
ple in need of this ministry, and in many congregations, quite a few do.

Another issue that needs to be addressed is that the way theology is taught in sem-
inaries today all too often does not help spread the area of the recognition of God. As
students, many of us avidly studied doctrinal theology and all too often found that it
did not increase our knowledge and love of God, and that when we were in the parish,
people were not interested in doctrine. (Far more important in being a successful min-
ister is a person’s personality.) Since the study of doctrine often fails to spread the area
of recognition, it is not surprising that it is widely said that a person does not need to
be a believer to be a theologian, and that many centers of continuing education for cler-
gy have trouble getting people to take their offerings in doctrine. 

How should doctrine be taught? Simone Weil compares the use of doctrine to the
use of a flashlight. On a dark night, one does not turn on a flashlight in order to look
at the bulb, but uses the flashlight to illuminate the darkness. Only in this manner can
one get one’s bearings and find a path. We tend to study doctrines, turning them this
way and that, peering at them with great care, but rarely use them to cast light far and
wide. Or to change the metaphor, we teach people the parts of a shovel, pointing out
different kinds of blades, their different shapes and composition, the kinds of shafts and
handles that are used, and the like, but we do not teach people how actually to dig with
a shovel. So, too, we talk an awful lot about doctrines yet make precious little use of
them. If our minds were more actively inquiring about a fuller range of knowledge, and
we were seeking to find God’s relation to that knowledge, we would be spreading the
area of recognition. Faith then would be exercised, rather than suffer from atrophy.

A pastor should be a pastor/scholar in the sense of having an inquiring and
informed mind, constantly wrestling with the question, Where is my Lord in all of this?
The pastor/scholar should constantly be wrestling with the failure to follow where the
Lord is leading in his or her own life. If one is not wrestling, then one is not dealing
with God in one’s study of theology. Either the flashlight has not been turned on, or
one is merely staring at the light bulb. 

Many pastors complain that they do not have enough time to study or read. Hav-
ing been a pastor (a solo pastor, without a secretary, or library, or provision for contin-
uing education), I know that if I did not think and ponder about life in God at all sorts
of times and moments—driving the car, cutting the grass, showering—it was because
I did not care about living life in the light of God. The reason to take time to read and
study is the personal need to learn more as one thinks and ponders, at all sorts of times,
about life in God. 

On the very practical level of setting aside time to read and study, a pastor told me
that he read one hour a day in addition to whatever time he spent in sermon prepara-
tion. He started a stop watch when he began to read. If interrupted, he would stop the
watch, deal with the interruption, and then start the watch ticking again and continue
to read. When the hour was up, he closed his book. Over the period of a year, it was
amazing how much he had read, and how it affected his teaching and preaching with-
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I remember reading C. S. Lewis’s preface to his little commentary, Reflections on the
Psalms. It begins with this paragraph: “This is not a work of scholarship. I am no
Hebraist, no higher critic, no ancient historian, no archeologist. I write for the
unlearned about things in which I am unlearned myself.”

As I read the book I found my faith nourished, encouraged, stretched—and I was
tempted to conclude: hang the scholars! Bring on the “unlearned!” Why did Lewis stir
me? Why did his “unlearned” commentary hit spiritual paydirt when other commen-
taries on the Psalms left me thirsting for something else?

I didn’t know then that I was walking through the ancient divide—the longstand-
ing tension between the academy and the church, very loosely paraphrased:  What does
scholarship have to do with Sunday worship?

It’s well known that Yale, Harvard, Princeton (and many like them) originated as
training grounds for Christian ministers; they were institutions explicitly designed to
serve the church. A Harvard brochure, printed in 1643, justified the College’s existence
this way: “To advance learning and perpetuate it to posterity; dreading to leave an illit-
erate ministry to the churches.” Those universities, still brimming with prestigious
scholarship, no longer spend much time dreading an illiterate ministry. And the larger
church is poorer because of their drift away. 

Drifting from “service to the church” toward “disregard of the church” is an oft-
repeated experience. And the current pulls a much broader constituency with it. 

Take, for example, the twin academies: the Society for Biblical Literature (S.B.L.)
and the American Academy of Religion (A.A.R.). In many respects, both remain fine
scholarly communities. But the presuppositions and mission of the S.B.L. are vastly dif-
ferent today than when it began in 1880. Any notion of intentional service to the
church seems distant—rather quaint, somehow. 

The same is true for the A.A.R. Originally called “The Association of Biblical
Instructors in American Colleges and Secondary Schools, it later changed its name to
the National Association of Biblical Instructors (N.A.B.I., or “prophet,” in Hebrew!)
and finally, in 1963, sparked by dramatic changes in the study of religion, it took on
its present name. 

In these days of celebrated pluralism, many former arenas of institutional service
to the church are simply gone. 

Scholarship in service of the church is a fairly rare flower today that doesn’t bloom
easily or often. But it’s hard to overstate its importance in the garden of the parish. The
church, called to love the Lord with all of the mind, needs to cultivate that flower for
all its worth. So what does it look like, what causes it to thrive, and how do we culti-
vate it?

I can show you what the flower of scholarship in service of the church looks like
better than I can describe it. J. B. Lightfoot, the British New Testament scholar, who
died in 1889, is something of a mentor, even a hero to me. Lightfoot’s biblical schol-
arship set standards in service of the church at what must be considered Olympian
heights.

You won’t find better in-depth introductions to Galatians, Philippians, or Colos-
sians than those written by J. B. Lightfoot. From the very first they received the high-

SCHOLARSHIP IN THE
SERVICE OF THE CHURCH

JAMES D. MILLER

“I am making such a point of all this to keep anyone from supposing that the
doctrine of faith is an easy matter. It is indeed easy to talk about, but it is hard
to grasp; and it is easily obscured and lost. Therefore, let us with all diligence
and humility devote ourselves to the study of sacred Scripture and to serious
prayer, lest we lose the truth of the Gospel.”

—Martin Luther

I
t isn’t often that I argue with my abbreviated Oxford English Dictionary. I usually
lose. But I took it to task recently for offering less help than I needed. Define
“scholarship,” I asked. And the dictionary said: “Scholarship: methods and achieve-

ments characteristic of scholars.” 
Thanks a lot. Methods and achievements characteristic of scholars are rapidly mov-

ing targets. They resist easy identification. Different scholars bring different method-
ologies; some are effective, others not. And nowhere is that more evident than in the
field of biblical scholarship and in its historic and contemporary expressions of service
to the church. 

I deeply appreciate good scholarship. My life has been immeasurably enriched by
the academy. But there are dangers. Caught amid the many currents of life, each of us
is in danger of drifting, forgetting our purpose. And perhaps that’s especially true for
members of the academy.

As a young seminarian, I remember wondering how some of the biblical com-
mentaries on my required reading lists served the purposes of the church. It’s not that
I expected all my reading materials to be Sunday school curriculum—I think I appre-
ciated the intellectual groundwork required to make sense of Scripture. But doubts
began to surface as I read page after page that focused on issues remote, to say the least,
from the needs of the parish. Often the thick dust of the academy’s questions obscured,
rather than assisted, my reading of the text.

James D. Miller is senior pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Tulsa, Oklahoma. He
received an A.B. from Wheaton College, an M.Div. from Princeton Theological Seminary,
and the Ph.D. from the University of Edinburgh. Miller is a member of the Board of
Trustees of Austin Seminary and is author of The Pastoral Letters as Composite Docu-
ments (Cambridge University Press, 1997).
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nurtures our individual gifts and talents
rather than falsely pretending that God
expects each of us to possess every spiritual
gift. For Palmer, finding one’s true vocation
means connecting one’s actual gifts and
interests with the career that one pursues.
Woe to those who become ordained
ministers when they are called instead to
become poets or nurses or chemists.

In these pages, Palmer tells us about his
own vocational journey, especially about his
difficulty in accepting the truth that he
should “not be the president of anything”
due to his sensitive nature and inability to
pay the price in give-and-take required by
institutional life. Palmer also writes about his
battle with depression, and how he
eventually came to interpret his experience
as part of a necessary breaking of his ego.
This quiet chapter does not read as a story
of personal victory (like a guest on a daytime
television talk show), but as a thoughtful
reflection by someone who has concluded
that some of us need to face “a humiliation
that allows us to regrow our lives from the
ground up.”

Despite the book’s predominately
autobiographical tone, Palmer does not hold
himself up as a role model, nor does he write
a recipe book for those seeking to spice up
their spiritual lives with a few pinches of
introspective wisdom. Palmer writes about
his vocational journey because it is the one
that he understands and because it is the
only tale, he thinks, that he has a right to
tell. For Palmer, the only sort of durable self-
knowledge is experiential, and probably hard
won. There are no sure-fire spiritual recipes
that one might share.

In Let Your Life Speak, Palmer writes
short sentences made up of small words, in a
style familiar to readers of Henri Nouwen.
Many of Palmer’s conclusions, he freely
admits, are restatements of truths about the
human self affirmed by many of the world’s
wisdom traditions. Palmer believes that the
inner life is real and that pain is unavoidable.
Like Karl Rahner, Palmer believes that we
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LET YOUR LIFE SPEAK: LISTENING
FOR THE VOICE OF VOCATION,
Parker J. Palmer. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, 2000, 117 pages, $18. Reviewed by

Timothy D. Lincoln,
director of the David L.
and Jane Stitt Library,
Austin Seminary.

Parker Palmer
(Ph.D., University

of California at
Berkeley), self-confessed

“recovering sociologist” and well-known
writer about the spiritual dimensions of
higher education, has written a slim book of
disturbing insights. A member of the
Religious Society of Friends, Palmer was
named in 1998 as one of the thirty most
influential senior leaders in higher education
by “The Leadership Project,” a survey of ten
thousand administrators and faculty
members. His other books include The
Company of Strangers (1981) and The
Courage to Teach (1997).

The book’s six chapters, each originally
free-standing but thoroughly revised for
inclusion in this work, speak with
autobiographical power about the challenge
of finding—and accepting—one’s vocation.
This discovery, in Palmer’s view, only
happens if I listen “for the truths and values
of the heart of my own identity, not the
standards by which I must live—but the
standards by which I cannot help but live if
I am living my own life.”

According to Palmer, American culture
does its best to squelch our inborn ability to
hear the voice of God for our lives. One
result is lost contact with our true selves.
Another is that we often strive to do good
things in the world because we know that
we should—even though we make ourselves
miserable in the process. “‘Faking it’ in the
service of high values,” Palmer asserts, “is no
virtue and has nothing to do with vocation.”
A God-pleasing life, in Palmer’s view,

est accolades among his peers, and they’ve stood the test of time—not an easy test to
pass. But their excellence is due not only to Lightfoot’s critical mastery of the material.
There’s something else that distinguishes his efforts. Simply put, he saw himself first of
all as a disciple of Jesus Christ, called to serve the church through his particular gifts.
The concerns of the parish, local and global, gave a laser-like focus to his work, and
especially his examination of the Bible.

With great reluctance, Lightfoot left the academy to serve as Bishop of Durham in
1879 until his death. But he brought his heart for Christ and his people with him. And
he brought his bright and gifted mind. As a professor, he had served as a pastor/the-
ologian. As Bishop, his calling was not dissimilar. The focus was different, but the goal
was the same, and it drove him to a personal and heavy involvement in the training of
many in the Anglican priesthood. In a sermon he offered this insight into what made
him tick:

Do we desire to know the relations which should exist between the older and
the younger men, between the teachers and the taught, in our University bod-
ies, between the clergyman and the people in his parish? Here is the answer to
our question. Christ’s disciples were His friends. Do we further inquire how
such friendship can be truly realized? Here again is the response to our inquiry.
“I sanctify, I consecrate myself for their sakes.” [emphasis added]

Here’s a scholar who demonstrates, to my mind, what scholarship in service to the
church looks like. For him, the heart of the matter is learning what it means to be sanc-
tified and consecrated… “for their sakes” (that is, the church!) 

We need to ensure that faculty search committees are clear in what they’re looking
for: not just bright and gifted minds, clever and brilliant teachers. These are critical
requirements, yes. But no less vital is evidence of a well-ordered life, “sanctified” and
“consecrated” for the sake of the church. 

Allow me a personal concluding word. When I studied at New College, Edin-
burgh, my wife, Diane, and I worshiped at Greyfriar’s Kirk. As it happened, J. C.
O’Neill, the professor of New Testament at the university, also worshiped there. When
we would gather for Sunday worship, Professor O’Neill would already be sitting in his
accustomed third row, twenty minutes early. I learned later that he was simply there to
prepare himself, in prayer and quiet, for worship. It was a moving experience for me,
watching the learned professor sit quietly with head bowed. And it was one of the most
important lessons in biblical scholarship that I learned in the four years that I spent at
New College. n
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often with little guidance or critical
examination of changes in the
environment, organizational needs, or
constituents’ expectations,” the editors
argue, “the quality of their performance of
their governance responsibilities varied
widely.” 

While the sources of ineffective board
leadership are diverse and many—
“including ambiguities or unresolved
conflicts about such vital matters as the
appropriate differentiation of the roles and
responsibilities of paid, professional staff
(such as clergy in congregations, deans and
faculties of seminaries, or physicians in
hospitals) from the roles and responsibilities
of the voluntary and often lay members of
governing boards,” “questions about the
appropriate extent of local autonomy in
relation to national denominational
policies, traditions, or the mission of the
founding body,” “how to deal with
budgetary decisions and with imbalances
between the financial needs of the local
organization and funds provided by the
denomination,” and “qualifications for and
authority to decide on who holds various
roles in the organization”—boards are
frequently unprepared (and untrained) to
do much more than show up periodically
to place their imprimatur on the decisions
of the organization’s administrative officials.
Most board members articulate a strong
desire to provide more effective and
appropriate oversight to the institutions
they serve, yet “few know where to begin or
how to proceed with steps of change
toward improvement.” This is especially
true for board members of faith-based
institutions which value the specialized and
technical expertise of ordained and
academically trained religious professionals,
administrators, and faculty members.  

In a number of chapters on board
leadership in the second section of the
book, including essays that deal with
gaining a deeper understanding of the

organization’s environment, building a
cohesive institutional culture, shaping
strategy, and providing meaningful
information necessary for governance, the
book provides clear guidance for
“improving the board’s performance.”
Richard Chait’s chapter, “The Board’s Role
in Shaping Strategy,” and Lawrence Butler’s,
“Providing Meaningful Information for
Governance,” are particularly helpful.
However, it is in the first section of the
book, focusing on the significance of faith
for board leadership in religious
organizations, that is most valuable, in my
view.  Malcolm Warford’s chapter,
“Stewards of Hope,” together with Thomas
Holland’s, “The Duties and Responsibilities
of Boards of Religious Organizations,” and
David Hester’s, “Practicing Governance in
the Light of Faith,” are by themselves worth
the cost of this book. 

Hester’s chapter, in particular, deserves
commendation. He frames board
membership in terms of vocation, arguing
that “practicing governance in a religious
institution is a calling, an expression of the
human vocation to live faithfully in the
image of God, to serve God by responding
with care in the matters of daily living to
God’s universal love for all creation.
Governance is, then, a practice of faith, or if
you prefer, a practice of theology.” Hester
elevates the theological role of board
membership, as a role distinct from, but no
less important than, the vocations of
pastors, of seminary and university
presidents, and of faculty members. Hester
raises questions that every board member
will want to reflect on, such as: What
difference do faith and the purposes served
by the church or the seminary (or the
hospital, or the non-profit agency, etc.)
really make in the way we govern these
institutions? How do governing boards of
religious institutions make decisions about
the routine and critical issues they must
confront in ways that reflect their distinctive

BUILDING
EFFECTIVE BOARDS
FOR RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS: 
A HANDBOOK FOR
TRUSTEES,
PRESIDENTS AND
CHURCH LEADERS,
David C. Hester
and Thomas P.

Holland, Editors. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 2000, 216 pages, $25. Reviewed
by Michael Jinkins, associate professor of
pastoral theology, Austin Seminary.

In this admirable and insightful resource,
editors David Hester and Thomas

Holland bring together a variety of
experienced leaders and scholars to explore
how boards of religious organizations can
function more effectively. This book
provides a welcome, highly readable, and
useful addition to the growing literature in
religious leadership.

“Organizations that serve religious
purposes,” write the editors, “are among the
oldest ways in which people have come
together for cooperative efforts.” Over the
centuries, leadership of such organizations
has developed variously. Some organizations
historically were governed largely by
dynamic individuals whose idiosyncracies, if
not eccentricities, shaped the character of
their institutions. Other organizations were
governed by groups of ordained clergy, by
physicians, or academics. Still others
functioned directly under the auspices of a
religious order or ecclesiastical hierarchy. In
our own time, most religious
organizations—from congregations to
hospitals, from philanthropic institutions to
seminaries and universities—are governed
by boards consisting of a chief executive
officer and a group of elected board
members charged with the responsibility of
oversight. Because the “responsibilities and
duties of these boards evolved over time,

swim in a dark sea of grace. The power of
his sparse prose lives in its suggestion of
poignant truths about human limits and
potentials. And having made a suggestion,
he never backs it up with an extended
theoretical argument. He writes, for
instance: “Reality is not out to get anybody.
Yes, there is death, but it is part of the cycle
of life, and when we learn to move
gracefully with that cycle, a great harmony
comes into our lives.”

Palmer’s Quaker theology shines
through in the book. He affirms the value
of religious communities that ask painful
questions and demand difficult spiritual
work. He is convinced that no matter how
deeply we plunge into the sub-basements of
our twisted little souls (and twisted they
are), we will find that God is in the
basement with us. “I had to be forced
underground before I could understand that
the way to God is not up but down.”

To be sure, a small book like this has
real limits. First, the author is a white
bourgeois intellectual. His existential battles
are not against hunger, poverty, racism, or
sexism. Readers who confront these realities
may find Palmer’s problems less than
compelling. Second, Palmer is a spiritual
chronicler, not a professional theologian.
Those interested in theological complexities
will find his arguments undeveloped and his
bibliography sparse.

Nevertheless, Let Your Life Speak is the
considered reflection of a pilgrim who has
been in fire, tasted the flames, and still
smells of smoke. Precisely because of these
experiences, Palmer believes, he has been
changed into someone approaching the sort
of person that God wants him to become.
At least, that’s the story so far. If you are
anywhere near the middle of life’s journey,
or you have a restlessness about the
direction of your life, you may benefit from
Palmer’s company. Read slowly.
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to people who are faithful that inspires and
enables them to use their resources in
charitable ways. According to the American
Association of Fundraising Counsel’s Trust
for Philanthropy, religious institutions
received more than one-third of all
charitable gifts in the United States last year.
In fact, the religion sector has received the
largest share of charitable gifts every year
since 1955, when the profession began to
track gifts by source and use. With gifts to
religious causes exceeding $74 billion in
2000, it is apparent that while the stakes are
high, the opportunities too, are immense.

It is natural then, that the conversation
about deriving spiritual growth from the
ways in which we give and ask for support
would start in the place where intentional,
joyous giving is most prevalent. To be sure,
Christians who give to Christian causes, like
all donors, do so for a wide variety of
reasons, ranging from altruism to egotism,
from gratitude to guilt. But here, more than
in secular fundraising efforts, we might find
the safe haven to discuss one of society’s last
taboo subjects: money and its proper place
in our lives.

Jeavons and Basinger are clear about
their intentions for the book and are quick
to recognize its limitations. It is not, they
stress, a “how-to” manual with prescribed
fundraising methods. It is a “set of necessary
conditions and operating principles for any
ministry-centered development program.”
By interviewing donors, C.E.O.s,
development officers, and volunteers in
Christian  institutions during three years of
research, the authors gained a keen
understanding of the current state of
Christian fundraising and the elements that
make spirit-filled fundraising possible. From
this base, they bridge back to their premise:
that fundraising is, or at least has the
potential to be, a ministry. 

Growing Givers’ Hearts is organized
logically in three sections around the central
theme of fundraising as ministry. The book

begins with a history of Christian
fundraising and biblical precedents for
giving and asking. In part two, the authors
identify and expound on six characteristics
required to make fundraising a true
ministry, using examples from their
research, Bible texts, and references from
sources as disparate as Thomas Aquinas and
Peter Drucker. The books ends with two
short chapters that comprise part three, in
which the authors explore the idea of a
Christian “calling” and make a strong plea
for continued dialogue on fundraising as a
ministry.

In my opinion, the book is at its best
(most useful and most interesting) when it
is highlighting specific differences between
Christian fundraising and simply ethical
fundraising. In these differences lie real
potential for growth. You may traverse an
entire fundraising career without suffering a
blemish to your reputation, but if you see
fundraising as your calling, you can do no
less than to look at every situation as an
opportunity to raise the awareness of giving
and asking as spiritual disciplines.

Those of us who have always
harbored notions that giving and asking
are two sides of the same coin (no pun
intended) rejoice in the conversation that
Jeavons and Basinger have begun. Those of
us who are fortunate enough to raise funds
within the context of shared Christian
values have the responsibility, and the joy,
of keeping this dialogue going with those
who support our ministries. This book can
help us do that. n
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character as religious institutions? What
difference does it make when governing
boards are deciding what to do that the
context in which they serve is theological?
In fact, Hester not only raises these
questions, drawing on recent work in the
field of practical theology, he provides an
attractive and viable model for doing
theological reflection in and through the
vocation of board leadership. 

John Mulder, president of Louisville
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, in his
endorsement of this book, writes that it
“ought to be required reading for any
member of a religious board.” I concur.
This is the best book to date for board
members who want to become better board
members.

GROWING GIVERS’ HEARTS:
TREATING FUNDRAISING AS

MINISTRY, Thomas H.
Jeavons and Rebekah
Burch Basinger.
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000,
211 pages, $24.95. Reviewed by
Timothy A. Kubatzky, vice presi-
dent for institutional advance-
ment, Austin Seminary.

Many of us will find ourselves at some
time, in some role or another, called

to be responsible for gathering the funds
required to do God’s work: as pastors,
elders, stewardship chairs, or trustees; for
churches, schools, camps, hospitals, or
seminaries. The task of asking people to
part with their hard-earned talents, even for
a cause we think worthy, can seem invasive
and decidedly unsaintly. There we are,
firmly wedged between the rock of our faith
and that proverbial hard place—
mammon—and we may wonder if we will
be able to reconcile our belief with the
bottom line.

In Growing Givers’ Hearts, we have a

resource that helps ease the tension caused
by our limited views of how personal
financial decisions shape our spiritual lives.
The authors, Thomas Jeavons and Rebekah
Basinger, thoughtfully explore the
boundaries between the ways and means of
fundraising and the core values of our faith.
They strive to go beyond a mere
reconciliation of needs and resources to
show us that our approach to the art of
giving, and of asking, reflects our spiritual
well-being and offers opportunities for us to
grow in faith and to help others do the
same.

Several books on the market address
the benefits of giving; philanthropy is com-
ing into its own as a health-promoting, joy-
filled activity—even a spiritual discipline.
Paradoxically, asking for gifts is not regarded
in similar esteem, even among Christians.

Jeavons and Basinger have given us
a well-structured argument for see-
ing fundraising in a different Light.

Fundraisers in both religious and
secular settings are most successful
when they build relationships based
on trust and shared values. Why is
it, then, that the roles of fundraiser
and donor are so often seen as
adversarial? The authors point to

unrealistic goals, deadline pressures,
competition among causes, and careless,
insensitive approaches. To those, I would
add the military-sounding jargon that is so
often used to describe the fundraising
“campaign.” I hope I never forget the
comeuppance I received from an alumnus, a
long-time volunteer who was indignant
after I used the phrase “prospect
management” in a presentation. “I am not a
prospect,” she said, “and I most certainly
will not be managed.” In time, I came to
know and appreciate her as one of the most
honest, straightforward, caring, and—yes—
generous members of that community.

Professional secular fundraisers have
known for a long time that churchgoers
make the best donors. Something happens
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authority to remit the temporal penalties of sin. I did not understand what such a
proposition might mean! As a Christian within the Reformed tradition, I understood
that such authority is reserved for God alone, and the church is the witness to the power
of divine forgiveness offered in Jesus Christ. My capacities for reflection, imagination,
and theological and historical inquiry had been thoroughly shaped by my having been
steeped within the Reformed tradition. I felt like my intellect was helpless in the face of
this doctrine of indulgences, so very strange to me. 

The Thursday evening of our arrival there was a welcoming dinner and preliminary
introductions. The consultation began Friday morning, jet-lag and all. The papers were
presented, each followed by a brief period of questions for clarification. In presenting
my paper, whatever else I may have accomplished, I am confident that I succeeded in
demonstrating how broad, and deep, and high are the differences between the
Reformed tradition, as I understood it, and the Roman Catholic teaching on indul-
gences. As the discussion continued Friday afternoon and all day Saturday, it became
more intense, but not necessarily heated. Certainly we participants worked very hard at
clarifying our views and struggling to articulate the boundaries of our positions. If any-
thing we worked the hardest not to cave in to our desire to find common ground at any
cost. 

One exchange I had with a Roman Catholic delegate stays with me as emblematic
of the differences in viewpoint. “I think we are saying the same thing,” he said. “No,”
I responded, “we are not.” It seemed to me then that the substance of the Roman
Catholic perspective was grounded in the defense of the papacy, which had not been
openly debated in the consultation. The papal presence, though never really acknowl-
edged, was an almost palpable reality for me in that room. For the first time I under-
stood myself to be a “prickly Calvinist.” The debate was as thoughtful as it was obscure,
as exhilarating as it was exhausting, as gracious and hospitable as it was insufferable. 

The next day being Sunday, Sam and I agreed that we wanted to breathe some
Protestant air, and so we walked to the Chiesa Evangelica Valdese, a church originating
from the twelfth-century Waldensian movement. The Waldensians were branded
heretical and survived centuries of Roman Catholic persecution by hiding in the more
mountainous regions of Germany and northern Italy. They endured to merge with the
Protestant Reforming movements in the sixteenth century. We entered the sanctuary
which was unadorned except for the beautiful stained glass windows and the magnifi-
cent dark wood pulpit rising high above the pews. The service was unadorned as well.
We understood not a word of Italian, but we understood every part of the service and
returned to our hotel refreshed. After a delicious late lunch, exhaustion came over me
and I fell sound asleep—our first free day in Rome—and slept all night through.

The next morning Sam and I planned our four-day sojourn in Rome. That partic-
ular day we decided to walk to St. Peter’s to see the Basilica. The Sistine Chapel would
wait until tomorrow for an all-day tour. The sense I had of the palpable presence of the
papacy during the consultation continued in everything we saw that day. We were walk-
ing down a street, I looked to one side, and I saw a church; I have no idea what church
it was. There, over the door, were the words: indulgentia plenaria quotidiana perpetua
pro vivis et defunctis—“plenary daily perpetual indulgences for the living and the dead”
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I
n February, my husband, Sam, and I, traveled to Rome for a gathering of repre-
sentatives from the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, the Lutheran World
Federation, and the Vatican Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity for

a consultation on indulgences. I had been invited as a member of the delegation of the
World Alliance of Reformed Churches to present a paper which would respond to a
Roman Catholic study of the history of indulgences and outline a Reformed perspec-
tive on the subject. 

In preparation for the consultation I studied the historical development, the the-
ological assumptions, and implications regarding indulgences. I discovered that, not
only did I not know as much as I thought I did about the subject, but that I had moved
into an alien realm, far removed from what one might call my “comfort zone.” This
arena of theological and historical reflection was utterly foreign to me. In effect, I was
unable to imagine an ecclesiology in which the church has jurisdictional influence and
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(or literally, “the defunct”). As nearly as I understood it, there are churches designated
so as to offer indulgences to any who walk through the door, and, apparently, this was
one such church. We continued on our way and approached St. Peter’s Square. 

The Basilica of St. Peter is as big as God, which of course a basilica is supposed to
be. I expected the palpable presence of the papacy to loom in front of us; even so, the
sight was overwhelming. The sumptuous interior of the Basilica was massive, adorned
with gold, mosaics, and marble, all with the intention of being awe-inspiring. We slow-
ly worked our way around the Basilica, guidebook in hand. The ornate, gilded bronze
canopy over the papal altar soared high above our heads toward the dome. All the stat-
ues were gigantic figures representing the saints. We found Michelangelo’s magnificent
“Pieta,” safely ensconced behind bullet-proof glass after a fanatic tried to destroy it in
the early ’70s. When we had seen as much as we were able to absorb—I’m confident
we did not see everything, there was too much—we exited the Basilica, walking slow-
ly back across the piazza. I turned to look back at the colossal edifice, and said quietly,
“Tends to be overdone.” The prickly Calvinist still very much alive.

There is no question but that my experience of the consultation became the lens
through which I saw Rome during the four days afterward. For instance, the sculptures
of the fountains were beautifully gaudy in all their baroque splendor. With the excep-
tion of the famous Trevi fountain, however, all the sculptures we saw were commis-
sioned by or dedicated to popes as indicated by the papal coat of arms on each one. The
presence of the papacy was evident everywhere. My thoughts returned to the Walden-
sian church and I wondered how difficult it might be to live in Rome as a Protestant.
And then I thought about the virulent anti-Catholicism that was the cultural norm in
the United States during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries.
Surely it was difficult to be a Catholic in the context of a palpable presence of Protes-
tantism. 

As prickly as I felt, I knew my discomfort was not the last word about differences
in Christian viewpoints and expressions. The issues I have pondered over the years seem
even more pressing as I reflect on my experience in Rome. The human impulse toward
uniformity is inherently divisive and does violence to the integrity of various Christian
viewpoints. It is vital to our Christian faith that we not erase the differences of faith
expression. Our differences as Christians are an opportunity to grow in our life togeth-
er in Christ. The varieties of Christian faithfulness create possibilities for praise as we
trust the Holy Spirit to find ways to bind us together in unity. n
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